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Alumnus chosen
as Quie's aide
An alumnus of Winona State College has
accepted an appointment as research
assistant for U.S. Rep. Albert H. Quie,
Republican -1st District.
Roger Runningen, 23, a 1972 cum laude
graduate, served a three-month internship
with Quie at Washington, D.C., in 1971,
after which Runningen returned to WSC. He
was graduated with a political science
major and a speech minor.
He also is a former editor of the Winonan.
After graduating, he worked as news editor
of the Wabasha County Herald, a weekly
newspaper, for more than a year.
He began his duties in Washington, D.C.,
Sept. 17.

SAM holds
first meeting
CONCERT.... On Oct. 7, the Winona State College Student Activities
Coordinating Committee will present RCA recording artists
GYPSY with special guests RCA recording artists PURE PRAIRIE
LEAGUE also appearing (Story on Page 8.) The concert will be held
in the old gyms of Memorial Hall and will begin at 8:03 p.m. Doors

will open for Winona State College students at 7:15 p.m. and at 7:35
p.m. for the general public. Tickets will be $2 for Winona State
College students and spouses and $3 for all others. They will be
available in advance at the Winona State College Student Union main
desk and at the door the night of the concert.

WSC hosts 'Gypsy'
Of all the excitement and tensions at a rock
and roll show, none is quite like the
enthusiasm shown a home-town band who
have split the area, made it big and are
returning home.
Such was the excitement recently at the
Minnesota State Fair for GYPSY's threeday engagement. It was more than the four
top-selling albums, more than the group's

own personality that was drawing the
crowds those three nights. It was the
knowledge that somehow, they too, the
audience, were a part of that music. One
almost got the feeling from those kids that
they felt they had to be there or the show
wouldn't have been as complete or as
meaningful.

released
recently
GYPSY's
second RCA album, "Unlock the Gates," is
picking up sales rapidly. Reception has
been so well, in fact, that RCA has released
"Need You Baby" from that album as a
single. Currently, it's breaking in major
markets like Philadelphia,' Pittsburgh,
Washington D.C., and Baltimore.

At the end of the set, several encores and a
five-minute standing ovation from the
capacity crowd neatly told the whole story.

From now through November, GYPSY is
accepting concert and promotion dates in
the Upper Midwest, tying-in with their
rapidly - breaking single on RCA.

Warriors trounce Cougars
Saturday afternoon's trouncng of the
University of Minnesota - Morris 27 - 14 at
Maxwell Field was a day of long - awaited
firsts for the Warriors, winning their
second Northern Collegiate Conference
game (NIC 2-0; overall 2-3).
According to WSC head coach Bob Keister,
they lost their peach fuss. "I can't call
them kids anymore. They're men now," he
said.

INSIDE
CRIME WAVE --- Mounting

evidence across the nations
indicates a rise in violence
against youthful hitchhikers,
especially girls -- Story on
Page 4
CDAC ---

County Day Activity Center exists to help
mentally retarded - - Story
on Page 5.

It was also the first time since 1969 that
WSC beat the Cougars, that it won two
games straight and the first time since
1967 that a WSC quarterback jetisoned four
touchdown passes.
Quarterback Rich Ernst, a 5' = 11"
sophomore, hit sophomore Pete Balskus
with a seven- yard TD pass in the first
quarter and also sophomore Wayne Clark
with a 42-yard TD pass. Then in the second
quarter, Ernst fired to junior Dan Samp for
a four-yard TD and again in the fourth
quarter for a 12-yarder, the final TD of the
game.
In the third quarter near - touchdown run
from WSC's 44 yardline to Morris' two,
sophomore Bo Jackson proved he could

move the ball. Jackson was downed by the
Cougars' strong safety Ron Simmons.
Junior Dan Thill was again the Warrior's
ace rusher with 88 yards gained in 26
carries. In the first - NIC game against
Moorhead State, Thill plowed 197 yards in
32 carries.
Again inthe third quarter, a tense moment
occurred. The Cougars were finding holes
in WSC's defensive line. Morris began
moving the ball for first down after first
down. But it didn't last long. With eight
minutes, 20 seconds into the third at WSC's
15 yardline, it seemed as though the
Cougars were on the move. It was fourth
and 1.5 yards. The snap was good.
The lines clashed. The defensive held the
Cougars a half yard short of a first down. It
was all over for Morris. Wherever the
holes had been, the Warriors plugged them.
Morris scored its only touchdowns in the
second quarter. Morris quarterback Craig
Rasmussen completed a 23-yard TD pass to
tight end Pat Popowski. Later fullback
Dennis Joiner ran from the three yardline
in the end zone. Keith Larson kicked both
of the Cougar's extra points.
(Cont. on page 12)

The job experiences of two Winona State
business administration graduates and a
discussion of the business administration
department's internship program opened
this year's first meeting of the Society for
the Advancement of Mangement (SAM)
Thursday evening in the main lounge of the
Union.
Greg Hagen, last year's SAM president,
told how SAM helped him get his job with
Lake Center Industries in Winona. He also
stressed the importance of the job
interview and explained how to make an
interview successful.
Frank Runkel, a 1971 accounting graduate
and a former SAM member, described the
problems he encountered when he first
began his job at Central Accounting
Communications, Rushford, Minn. The
main problem he experienced was relating
the theory of the classroom to actual
practice.
He said "if SAM can get speakers who can
help with this problem, the transition from
college to job will be easier."
Dr. Joseph Foegen, WSC business
administration, Economic instructor, then
said that the internship program is "really
snowballing," since a student may get
practical experience in his particular
academic field.
Last summer, a list of 40 newly organized
internships was compiled and will be
posted on the SAM bulletin board by Somsen
323.
The local chapter is affiliated with the
national, founded in 1912. The purpose of
SAM is to provide a bridge between
theoretical college training and
management through meetings with
executives, films, tours and discussion.
Officers of this year's club are: Ron
Donkers, president; Jon Roelofs, vicepresident; Bill Schulte, secretary; and Bill
Schuldt, treasturer.

Student Senate
elections today
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New financial aid program begins
The U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare and Office of
Education is sponsoring a new
student financial aid program. It is
available to first-time, full-time
students for the 1973-74 school
year.

expected family contribution and
the amount of his award is
determined on the basis of a
formula developed by the Office of
Education and applied consistently
to all students who apply for a basic
grant.

is
When the appropriation
sufficient to fully fund the program,
students will receive grant
assistance of $1400 less the
amount the family can be expected
to contribute for the postsecondary education of the student.
No grant can, however, be more
than one-half of a student's cost of
attendance.

Basic grants, unlike loans, do not
have to be repaid and may be used to
cover a student's tuition, fees,
room and board, books, supplies,
and miscellaneous expenses . They
are the "floor" of the assistance
package available to eligible
students. Other forms of student
aid may be provided in addition to
these grants.

For the 1973-74 academic year,
$122 million is available to assist
an estimated 425,000 students. The
maximum award is $452 and the
average award is $200.

Applications are available from
financial aid officers at institutions
of postsecondary education, high
school guidance counselors, post
offices, state employment offices,
or by writing to Basic Grants, Box
G, Iowa City, Iowa 55240.

The amount of each student's

Newman Notes
by Cathy Hoffman
The second general- meeting of the
Newman Center was Sept. 24. Some
topics discussed included visiting
the elderly and having a car wash.
Thursday at 6:15 p.m. those
interested in entertaining the
people at the C & R Unit of Winona
Community Memorial Hospital will
Meet at the center. The car wash
will be Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. at Randall's. Workers are
needed.

ALICE KELLER
GUEST SPEAKER
Mrs. Alice Keller, a member of the
Winona Volunteers in Court
Services (VICS) will speak at 7:30
p.m. Wednesday at the Newman
Center.
VICS is a nationwide program of

Week in review It

to form a
student-run TV
station at WSC

World — National — Local

A small group of students is
attempting to establish a student
run television station on campus.
At an organizational meeting last
week, students proposed
ideas as to what kinds of programs
the station could produce.
student
Staffed
entirely
by
personnel, students will do their
own writing, reporting, scripting,
programs,
planning
of
camerawork, directing and
engineering, and airing programs
which will be shown on local cable
vision channel 3. Ideas from
students on campus as to what
times and days they would be most
likely to watch student - produced
programs would be appreciated.
Others interested in any of the
production aspects or interested in
being talent for programs is urged
to leave their name in Somsen 121.

working
with
volunteers
individuals who have been
sentenced to probation by the
courts.
Volunteers are needed to work in
the VICS Office in the Red Cross
Building, supervise outings, work
on a one-to-one basis with
offenders, and do other work the
court services need.

Next meeting will be Monday at 7
p.m.

Students try

r11/V1R11311%1FAIII1
Advertise in the
WINONAN
It's your best buy.
Think about it.
How else could you
reach 4000
students in one day?

Talent Show
Homecoming week activities begin Monday with an all college
talent show. Any and all talent is
requested. Single acts or group
performanc es.
Cash prize awards are: $50 first
prize; and $35, second price, and
$25, third prize. Anyone wishing
to participate should be signed
up by Friday, so as to allow the
committee to get an idea of how
many acts there will be in the
show.
Forms can be obtained in Mr.
Zane's office, the Union. If there
are any questions about the contest, phone Ginger Herbst at 4521879.

by Roger Erickson
The first witness in the resumed
Watergate hearings was E. Howard
Hunt. Hunt, while going through
grinding testimony, claimed that he
believed there was an informant
who revealed to the police the fact
of the break-in. The man who is
suspect is Alfred C. Baldwin, who
was stationed across the street
while the break-in was taking place.
SKYLAB 2 RETURNS
The Skylab astronauts splashed
down last Tuesday, and were
reported to be in fine condition,
better than the first team had been,
in fact.
AGNEW ASKS
Vice President Agnew requested
the House of Representatives to
undertake a complete inquiry into

the allegations made against him
involving kick-backs in Maryland
government. The Agnew case is
becoming more complicated every
day. The vice president feels the
House would perform a more
thorough and unbiased
investigation.
BILL STALLS IN
CONGRESS
The present persecution of Soviet
Jews and other people who are
critical of the Russian government
has led to the stalling of a bill in
Congress. The proposal that the
U.S. make the Soviets the "most
favored nation" in trade
agreements is being put off and may
be killed, because of recent news of
increased repression. Author
Alexander Solzenytsin is among the
people who are threatened by the
Russian government.

Is it true?
IS IT TRUE that redheaded females
are more prone to chase men than
girls whose hair is not naturally
red?
IS IT TRUE that all those people out
in the streets last week were not
protesting anything?

Take
. stock ,
inAmerica.

IS IT TRUE that a certain local
newspaper is printing articles
about campus life that are way out
of proportion?

Bonds mature in less than six years.

IS IT TRUE that our campus may
soon look normal again....at least
before the end of the year?

Now E Bonds pay 5ti (7, interest when held
to maturity of 5 years, 10 months (49 the
first year). Bonds are replaced if lost, stolen,
or destroyed. When needed they can be
cashed at your bank. Interest is not subject
to state or local income taxes, and federal
tax may be defaed until redemption.

BOOKFAIR
ire, a, Eck!
THE BOOKFAIR
is in a truck so books from all the listed publishers
can be brought to your campus for YOU to look
over -- quickly, easily and comfortably!

Conceptually, the bookfair is similar to going through
the book displays at a professional meeting, but with
TWO major differences. You don't have to go to over
100 DIFFERENT booths, because he books in the
truck are arranged by college course and you don't
have to travel 2,000 miles!!!

•
SO COME ON DOWN!
TIME: 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
DATE: Wed. October 3, 1973
PLACE: Look for the College Marketing Group
truck at Student Union Center
SPONSORED BY: Winona State College Bookstore

-you
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Senate News

Correction

At last week's meeting of the
Student Senate, a resolution was
submitted by Junior Senator Sharon
Overland. Resolution 8-5 reads:

<4N

• MPIRG
was
WHEREAS:
established on Winona State
College with the agreement that a
positive check-off system would be
followed;

.„.
ONOt
.11,610

AND WHEREAS: The Student
Senate feels that it is our duty to see
that the Winona State College
students are not unfairly charged;

Gary Johnson

BE IT RESOLVED: That the Student
Senate go on record as strongly
opposing MPIRG's switching to a
Applications for those interested negative check-off system, and is
in. student recruitment are avail- not opposed to the establishment of
able in the Student Senate Office MPIRG, but is opposed fi5
in the Smog. Teams will be organ- mandatory-fees for students.
ized for visits to high schools beginning in late October. If inter- This resolution was . passed
ested, stop by the Senate Office unanimously by the Senate.
or contact Mark Horvath, Julie
Kruse, Bill Marx, or Steve Tope,
COMMITTEE OPENINGS
coordinators of this year's program.
The Student Senate filled a few
committee openings at the last
meeting. The Ombudsman Council
is still working on the dorm
situation for the girls trapped in the
smokers. They are meeting with
President. EuFresne and trying to
Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity has reach a mutual agreement on many
earned the Minne Trophy for the facets of the complicated dorm
1973-74 academic year, as the problem.
campus organization having the
NEXT MEETING
highest cumulative GPA of those
who applied for consideration.
The Senate will meet next Tuesday
Dr. Donald F. Warner, vice pres- at 4 p.m. in dining room G.
ident for academic affairs, offers
his congratulations to Tau Kappa ITEM: Each week a picture of a
Epsilon for their fine academic member of the student senate or
committee will be shown.
accomplishments.

Recruitment

Prat receives
Minne trophy

It was incorrectly reported in last
week's paper that parking will not
be allowed in the Central Lutheran
lot, across from the bookstore.
However, parking is permitted on
weekdays and Saturdays. Only on
Sunday mornings, the lot should be
cleared so that members of the
Lutheran congregation may park
their cars in the lot while attending
services. We apologize for any
inconvenience this may have
caused.

SPC holds
meeting
Student Publications Committee
(SPC) met Sept. 20, at 4:20 p.m. The
meeting was called to order by
Orval Lund. Bill Marx was
appointed acting chairman.
Elected by unanimous ballots to the
offices of Chairman and Secretary
for the academic year were Bill
Marx and Sharon Overland,
respectively.

The
problems
facing
the
publications because of reduced
budgets this year were briefly
discussed. Budgets forpublications
this year total: Satori ; $739.38;
Wenonah - $1500; Winonan $8,145.64, with additional $5000
from advertising revenue.

WSPL - 95.9 - FM
LA CROSSE

Janet Sill volunteered her office to
the secretary of the committee for
keeping records for the committee.

WSPL ATTRACTIONS
Present in Concert

The Wenonah staff is seeking an
advisor, who shall also fill the
single position yet unfilled.
Members present: Students: Mark
Horvath, Sue Kyrk, Mary O'Neill,
Sharon Overland„ Bill Marx.
Faculty: Orval Lund, Janet Sill.
Non-voting members, business
managers of the publications
present: Bob Bamanek, Julie
Fasching, Kathy Haugh.
Members Absent: Students: Rose
Mary Hamer, Carla Hokanson, Dan
Rogers. Faculty: Al Urbanski, Jack
Pfitzer.

FRIDAY
OCTOBER 12
8:00 P.M.
Mary E. Sawyer
Auditorium
TICKETS:
General Adm. $3.00
Reserved $4.00

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!

Tickets Available.

Metamorphosis,
Leithold's,
Team Electronics,

Make Griesel's Grocery your ALL
PURPOSE store number ONE on your list!

Cartwright Center
or by sending Check or

We now have a 24 hour service ice cold pop vending machine
outside our store. We are only 1-1/2 blocks east of your
campus. We also carry all of your favorite GIRLIE magazines.

Money Order to:

WE CASH PERSONAL CHECKS

WSPL Attractions

HOURS: Open 7 days a week!
Weekdays 9:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Sunday 9:00 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
410 Center St.

P. O. Box 1148
La Crosse, WI. 54601
Winona: Primo Records,
Hal Leonard's Music

COUNTRY XTHEN®
1611 SERVICE DRIVE WINONA MINNESOTA 55987

THANK YOU FOR THE GREAT RESIPON: 24
I\
FROM OUR LAST COUPON OFFER!
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF

Students are always welcome at COUNTRY KITCHEN morning, noon &
nite, 24 hours a day, seven days a week. We would like to be YOUR,
"home Away From Home" while attending W.S.C. Once again we are
offering some of our "HOME COOKIN" Specials, so why not come out
TODAY, where a smile is always in style and the food is
"JUST LIKE HOME"

TRY THESE DELICIOUS SPECIALS!
I

OUR FAMOUS

COUNTRY GAL LUNCH
1I 1 Ham and Swiss Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato & Special
Includes French Fries and 1
II Sauce. Includes French Fries & Cole Slaw
I I

COUNTRY BOY LUNCH

$1. 19

Cole Slaw or Salad
With Coupon Expires Oct. 15iI

1
1

L

-

I

I BOOT LEGGER LUNCH

$1.29 With Coupon Expires Oct. 15....

$1.49
With Coupon

Chopped Steak with Cheese, Bacon, Lettuce,
Tomato & Special Sauce. Includes: French
Fries & Cole Slaw
Expires Oct. 15

WEI

BACON, LETTUCE, TOMATO
Served on Toast with
Special Sauce

77

With Coupon

I
I

4111k Free PEPSI!

allik I
or other Soft Drink
PEPSI I
With this Coupon
Expires Oct. 15 10, ,1
a

PEPSI
NW

Expires Oct. 15

I.

Fresh STRAWBERRY PIE
with Whip Cream Topping
ONLY 490
Expires Oct. 15
With Coupon

•.....1

STEAK & EGGS

5 Oz. Steak, 2 Eggs, Flash
Browns, Toast, Butter &Jelly
With
Expires
LUoupon
Oct. 15

•

1

I
I

FOR DESSERT

HOT FUDGE CAKE
Only

494

Expires I
Oct. 15 !

With Coupon

I COUNTRY BOY EATING CONTEST COMING UP SOON!

2 EGGS, 2 PANCAKES, I,

2 strips of bacon, butter & '
syrup
w ith Coupon' •
'Expires Oct. 15

990

V'YS3,"9,ATI

MISS
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every six will become the victim of
4'somevtategory of seX cr4 1 .,
ranging from indecent eXpoSure to
forcible rape."

Violence
against
youthful
hitchhikers
rising
(From Reader's Digest)
Mounting evidence from police and
highway officials across the nation
indicates that violence against
youthful hitchhikers - especially
girls-has become a major crime
wave.
Consider just these chilling
statistics, noted in a July Reader's
Digest article: nearly 70 percent of
all rape victims in Boulder, Colo.,
last year were hitchhikers; in
Boston the firgure was 33 percent.
In Berkeley, Calif., 30 percent of
the rapes committed in the first two
months of 1973 followed the
abduction of hitchhikers.

Veterans Information

Nor is rape necessarily the worst
fate a ride-thuniber can suffer. In
Boston recently, seven girls were
murdered in as many months; six
had been abducted while hitching.
And more than a quarter of the
hitchhikers victimized by sex
criminals were beaten, slashed or
shot. Since last fall, six young
women in Santa Crux, Calif.,have
been the victims of grisly murders.
"So tempting a target is the single
hitchhiker that some criminals
regularly patrol roads frequented
by hitchhikers - usually near cities
where major universities or
colleges are located," he writes.
Some highway rapists even prepare
to "welcome" their victims by
removing inside door handles from
their cars to prevent girls from
escaping, and by pre-scouting
remote locations to which they can
drive their young victims.

Writes author Nathan Adams in the
article: "In the case of a girl who
hitchhikes, the odds against her
reaching her destination
unmolested are today literally no
better than if she played Russian
roulette. Police estimates, victim
interviews and a polling of young
hitchhikers reveal that one out of

DFL selects Meyer
Larry Meyer, a24-year-old native
of Dalbo, Minn., has been appointed Finance Director of the State
DFL Party. Meyer's appointment
was confirmed by the DFL Executive Committee, meeting on Saturday in Minneapolis.

Can the Veterans Administra- Meyer • was the Minnesota coortion restore a veteran's GI home dinator of the Democratic Party's
loan entitlement?
recent successful Telethon. He
has worked as a staff assistant
Yes, provided the veteran for Senator Mondale; Information
A.
was required to dispose of the Officer for Governor Anderson;
property for compelling reasons and on the 1972 Presidential camsuch as destruction by fire, con- paign staff of Senator Humphrey.
demnation proceedings, etc. However, before entitlement can be As Finance Director, Meyer will
restored, the loan must have been coordinate the State DFL's fundrepaid in full and the VA re- raising and assist local party orleaSed • from liability for the loan. ganizationa in their efforts.

Q.

Q, I was just discharged from
military service, and would like to
become a physician's assistant.
Which Veterans Administration
hospitals may I apply to for this
training?
A. Apply to the college or university of your choice for the
training, and contact the nearest
VA office if you want to train
under the GI Bill. VA hospitals
provide clinical training to students enrolled in physician's assistant programs of colleges and
universities.
Q. I've been having trouble lately

.,

with a stomach condition developed during military service. I have
been out of service three years
and wonder if I can still apply
for disability compensation from
the Veterans Administration?

A. A recent count revealed more
than 12,000, almost 7 per cent of
the Vidnam-era veterans working
for the VA. were women_

Although every state has some
form of anti-hitchhiking law on its
books, legislation that would ban
the practice entirely has been
vigorously opposed by students
lobby groups ,and many lawmakers
are convinced that an outright ban
would be unconstitutional.
Moreover, enforcement would be a
nightmare for police.
A better answer would be to
improve public transportation
services near colleges and
universities. The Digest also
recommends overhauling legal
procedures to spare rape victims
the ordeal of embarrassment they
suffer when they report the crime.
(An estimated four out of every five
hitchhikers who have been raped do
not even report the incident!) Wider
use of policewomen in rape
investigations, and curbs on
courtroom voyeur - spectators
might help.
Finally, the artcle urges, a
nationwide educational campaign
should be undertaken to familiarize
young people with the chilling
statistics of hitchhiking hazards.
The money for such a campaign is
available, authorized under the
Highway Safety Act of 1966.

Hitchhiker...crimes against them are rising.

■

his
SPORTSWEAR

FROSTS, HAIR PAINTING, AND
STREAKING NOW ON
Special At The
— PARLOR —
FROSTS

Dress Blade

HAIR PAINTING;
STREAKING .

Honed sharp . with
a neat fit and
a comfortable
swing ... wear it
anywhere and you're in!

A Beautiful way to add
SUNSHINE to your hair
NOW ON SPECIAL $

1 0.0 0

A.
Yes. There is no deadline
for tiling a claim for a serviceconnected disability.
Q. How many Vietnam-era veterans employed by the Veterans
Administration are women?

Despite the mounting evidence of
danger, says Adams, girls are
turning out on the roads in greater
numbers than ever before,
motivated by lack of funds for
scheduled transportation and an
astonishing naivete about what
could happen to them.

u

119

ACROSS FROM GOLTZ PHARMACY
279 E. 3RD
PHONE 454-4516
OPEN Mon. - Thur. - Fri. Nights
Call for Appointments

AT NASH'S
Fourth and Center

q
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County Day Activity Center
exists to help persons
who are mentally retarded
by Pam Joachim
"Very rewarding and very fulfilling. One gets back so much more than
what is given." This is how Mrs. Sharon Martin, post-school teacher,
describes her work at the Winona County Day Activity Center in PhelpsHowell.
The center exists to help mentally retarded individuals lead a more
meaningful life, but through observation of and work with the participants,
the average person does indeed gain and learn. Friendliness and an
eagerness to relate to other people is nothing but common among these
people. "Hi, hi, hi," is a frequent sound. Child-like inquisitiveness, a
willingness to explore and experiment, is visible at the Center. Touches of
affection and encouragement are manifest. Yes, much can be learned from
these people.
The activity center was established in 1963. The first class went into
operation at the Central Elementary School. In succeeding years it moved
to the Cotter Building, Washington - Kosciusko, Valley Baptist Church and
finally to Phelps-Howell on the Winona State Campus.
TO EACH HIS OWN....Under the guidance of Jane Jaszewski,
teacher's aide, students pursue their own interests.

The pre-school class, aged three through six, meets 9 a.m. through 11
a.m. Monday through Friday, while the post-school class, aged 19 or
older, meets 11:30 - 3:30 Monday through Friday. The center is in
operation from September to June, corresponding as closely as possible
to the normal Winona school year.
"Our big aim," says director Mrs. Jeanne Cole, "is to have the world
accept them and to feel more comfortable in world activities." The staff at
the center attempts to accomplish this by getting participants into the
community. For example, lunch is eaten out several times during the
school year.
Established goals and objectives for the center are (1) to train children to
be more socially acceptable and to help parents accept their children, (2)
to provide opportunity for development of self - confidence through the
acquisition of new skills at a scope and pace at their level of abilities, (3) to
provide opportunities for development of self-care to the fullest extent, (4)
to provide opportunities for development both socially and emotionally in
a group environment, and (5) to develop physical skills to the maximum in
which they can participate.
The center conducts a Parent Involvement Series, which advises parents
in caring for their retarded son or daughter through speakers and films.
A personal hygiene and self-care' skills unit is implemented into the
schedule of the post-school group.
In order to prepare for a sheltered workshop situation, a work activities
program under the direction of Mr. Byron Bascle, involves the
participants in various activities. Last year, the center assembled a part
for Lake Center Switch, Winona, and helped with the Cancer Drive by
stuffing and stamping envelopes. The staff is looking for jobs such as
these. Mrs. Cole stresses that ally group or organization that feels the
center may help them by doing such jobs need simply call or write the
center.

INSIDE, OUTSIDE....Through the individual help of her teacher,
Mrs. Onnen, and the hula hoop, this young girl learns the concepts of
inside and outside.
(Staff photos by Jim Jaszewski).

Unbuttoning and caring for clothing, free play, individual help with
puzzles, language, and mental concepts constitute a day for the pre-school
youngsters. Arts and crafts, milk breaks, music, and physical education
are also included in the schedule.

Up & Co hosts

Older participants learn through handwork and crafts, field trips, table
and lunch activities, music, physical education and storytelling.

first annual

Teaching revolves around an individual's limits and his potential. Staff
members stress the individual, and no student is compared with any other
student.

poker run

Volunteer work has been done by college students of Winona. Throughout
the 1972-73 school year approximately twenty-five students volunteered
their time. Volunteers work with retards on a one to one basis. Margaret
Cassidy, WSC senior who does volunteer work at the center, says she
enjoys working with these people for a couple of reasons. "I'm majoring in
special education, and I've gotten to know these people and they've become
by friends."

Last weekend was the first annual
UP & CO. , Motor Cycle Poker
run. A poker run is a chosen route
with five different check points
made along the way. At each of
the checkpoints the driver picks
up a sealed envelope with a card
in it. At the end of the run, each
driver turns in his envelopes and
the driver with the highest poker
hand wins.

The staff at the center consists of Mrs. Cole, Mrs. Martin, Mrs. Helen
Onnen, pre-school teacher; Mr. Bascle, and Miss Jane Jaszewski,
teacher's aide.
Participants at the Winona County Day Activity Center are becoming
aware of themselves as a person. As the sign on the office door sys, they
are learning to "Enjoy who you are!"

This fall winners were:Scott Sinks,
first place; Mike Trost, second
place and Rich Combs, Roger Rollie, Gregory Stim, Gregory W eigenant and Jerroll Van Houten also
participated.
UP-It-CO. may sponsor a second
Poker Run in the spring if there
is student interest.

4:

ITEM: For information phone 452-1798 or write Winona County Day
Activity Center, Phelps-Howell Hall, Winona State College, Winona, Mn.
55987.

Committee openings
INQUISITIVENESS....Child-like curiosity, and a desire to learn
about the world around them is prevalent among the pre-school
children. Mrs. Onnen, pre-school teacher, the youngsters'
questions regarding the parakeet.
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Academic Affairs and Curriculum Committee
Student Activity Fund Committee
Housing Committee .
.
College Functions and Planning
.
.
.
Computer
•.
.
Constitutional Review
.
.
.
Constitutional Drafting Committee
Committee
Student Activity Coordinating
,
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1 opening
2 openings
1 opening
1 opening
2 openings
1 opening
3 openings
1 opening
2
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What's
Up?
Yo u rs

Editorials/opinions

In the public interest?
In this era of uncovering strange
and questionable situations, or
the people behind them, we are
left wondering. Citizens wonder
who is telling the truth and who to
trust. Organizations have been
created to protect us from these
evil forces. One such group in
the State of Minnesota is MPIRG.
MPIRG stands for the Minnesota
Putblic Interest Research Group.
They perform many worthwhile
tasks for citizens, such as
checks on government,
environmental quality and
consumer protection. Currently
they are engaged in ensuring
public planning of expressways
in the metropolitan area. All of
these are fine.
At the moment, MPIRG exists as
an organization on most college
campuses. However, they were
only established at Winona State
last spring. MPIRG had to
petition students to become
sanctioned, requiring a 50
percent plus one approval. They
achieved this. It was decided that
MPRIG would operate on a
positive check off system, to
which they hesitantly agreed.
MPIRG wants to switch to a
negative check-off system.
A positive check-off means the
one dollar MPIRG fee assessed
to each student is optional. Just
tu
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as the student insurance
operates, MPIRG fees can be
paid or refused, depending on
how you feel. With a negative
check-off system, you pay, no
matter how you feel.
In our opinion, this is wrong. For
an organization which
supposedly works in the public
interest, MPIRG seems to be
totally disregarding the wishes
of some people. Not everyone is
in love with MPIRG. Those who
do not feel like supporting them
should not be forced to . Although
MPIRG says you can write for
your dollar back, we do not
consider this as an act of
generosity. It forces the
individual to perform an act he
should not have to perform.
Some people may want to buck
the system, but not give a buck to
MPIRG. That is an individual's
perogative. We hope it remains
just that.

by Rosemarie Schmidt
I had the opportunity to really take a look up
yours this week and the view was appalling.
I had the Msfortune to speak to a
(!!!) this week. Her response to last week's
column was a violent stutter and then these
priceless words: "I don't know anything
about anything". Now I ask you -- doesn't
that just about sum up women's mentality?
Any comments WSC?

woman

PETER MAX
Hey, you Women's Libbers (are there any
of you out there?) you really missed a
chance to take a man out -- for free. Now you
can't beat that for a fling -- except that the
event is long since passed. Last week the
foremost artist of now, The Peter Max
spent an evening sharing himself with a
minute collection of people. He rapped
aoout the spokes that help turn everyday
living into life: body fitness, meditation,
yoga, and the tapping of the ocean of
creativity that flows within each of us.
During the reception that followed he let the

eager admirers view drawings that he had
sketched during the day. Really you
Libbers, and all you other radicals that
didn't take time out - you missed a flash of
genius.
CHAUVINISTS
Now, so I don't get persecuted by the
chauvinists on campus for ignoring them,
I'll give them a whirl. I wear a Women's
Liberation patch: the simple raised fist
with the Latin symbol for woman
surrounding it. Now why you pigs - mainly
strangers to me - choose to rag on me for
wearing it is beyond me. Does that 3 inch
patch strike so much terror into your
hearts that when passing me you must snarl
and lurch some obscenity into the air?
Really boys, haven't you obtained a mental
list of priorities by this time in your life? I
would imagine that a thinking person would
ask my views on the subject (.as that entails
numerous opinions) or keep quiet. Come on
guys - wear your pig patches on your chest
just as boldly as I wear mine. Or are you
afraid to stand up for what you believe in?

To all Sophomores

Jerome

Today is student senate elections.
Sophomores can elect four
representatives.
To give you an introduction, I am Dave
Galchutt, a WSC sophomore tenatively
majoring in speech. I'm from the
Minneapolis suburban area and served as
an officer in my student senate when I was
in high school. I also worked for
presidential and congressional candidates
in last year's elections. At WSC, I've been
active in debate, forensics, and theatre.
I'm also an officer in Phi Kapp (speech
fraternity) and Phi Sig (social fraternity).

by Jerome Christenson
Back again faithful readers. Sorry about
this columns' non-presence last week. A
vast unruly horde of unpleasant microbes
invaded my body and I was forced to devote
my entire attention to keeping alive. After
twenty-one years, I've grown fond of the
thing. I hope to keep it going for quite a
while; that-task takes precedence, even
over giving large weekly does of wisdom to
the masses. Anyway, the microbes are
vanquished, and it's back to normal. So
here goes.
Sometimes I almost wish we could shove
Morey - Shepard into the Mississippi. One
of those times was last Tuesday night. How
is it that so many of the supposedly mature,
intelligent young gentlemen who inhabit
that dorm can be transformed, on the
slightest provication, into a swarm of
howling jackasses? Somehow the midnight
combination of Fourth of July celebration
and high school pep fest we were treated to
Tuesday night leaves a certain doubt in my
mind as to the smarts possessed by a large
number of the residents of the dorms on
King Street. As much as it is out of
character, I must congratulate President
DuFresne and Dean Kane for their handling
of the situation.
I think I reflect the feelings of most
students when I admit to being somewhat
embarrassed when it is necessary for the
president and dean to get up in the middle of
the night to tuck in a number of our fellow
students.

unfairly. You claim you didn't do anything.
I'm not being fair. No such luck. I'm calling
you as much of a clut as your loud-mouthed
roommates. The problem is that you didn't
do anything. Why not? Silence indicates
tacit approval. Right? Of course, right!
One final comment before I go into hiding.
Apparently there is a lot of excess energy
housed in the King Street dorms. Energy
that can be used for organized goal oriented hell-raising. If you want to get into
trouble around here, there are better ways
to do it than shooting off firecrackers. I've
done it, so can you.
In the meantime; behave yo'selfs!
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But what really bothers me is the possible
long range effect of this kind of nonsense.
Somehow I can't help believing that
administrators and towns people are going
to be willing to recognize and respect the
rights of all students, as long as a few jerks
continually demonstrate a need to be wet
nursed in an overaged nursery school.
Okay. Those who live in these dorms and
who weren't outside showing off their
limited vocabularies and proficiencies as
junior - explosive experts, I'm labeling you

As a sophomore representative in the
student senate, I will work my hardest for:
1. Getting
last
constitution written.

year's

proposed

2. Evaluations of all teachers that a
student has taken during a year, not just the
profs that a student has taken spring
quarter.
3. Establishment of an appeal for unfair
grades committee to listen to complaints
concerning grades, instructors and
curriculum, and make the necessary
changes.
4. Legal rights for dorm residents who
want 24-hour visitation, optional food
contracts, and possession of alcohol for
legal age students.
5. A full time lobby at the legislature and
higher education bodies for lobby for
matters which concern students, including
drinking rights, tuition, etc.
6. Greater involvement by students in the
machinery of student government and
cooperation with all groups to get reforms
passed.
I'd appreciate your vote. Express your
grievances on the ballot--where it counts.
And know who you're voting for. Having
people in the student senate who have
definite ideas on certain issues can make a
difference.
DAVE GALCHUTT
Candidate for Sophomore
Representative
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Hell-raising on campus
I'll be the first to admit that college life
isn't meant to be purely academic, and a
little hell - raising is good for everyone.
But when a little hell-raising turns into a
disturbance like the one that took place last
Tuesday night between some 300 Lucas,
Prentiss, and Morey-Shephard residents, I
think it is important to look beyond what
appears to be an innocent occurrence.

Archie Bunker-ish, but someone is going to
make a correlation between the
disturbance last week and the supposed
"increase in sexual activity" on campus,
since 24-hour visitation for upperclassmen
was approved. I agree, this association
makes no sense, but I guarantee the thought
will cross some folk's minds,and that's all
the reason needed to revoke it.

First of all, no damage resulted, no one was
hurt, no one was drunk and disorderly; it
was just some kids having fun. At least I
thought they were, and I thought it was
pretty humorous until some of the
implications of this type of situation were
pointed out by Dean Kane at last week's
Senate meeting.

ITEM: We are on the verge of having liquoron-campus approved. Isn't some rightous
citizen of Winona going to bring up the
"fact" that enough disturbances occur on
campus without legalizing liquor; thus why
ask for more trouble? All of these
assumptions may sound far-out, but there
are people that reason this way.

ITEM: It is bad for public relations with the
City of Winona. The Winona "Daily Planet"
tries to build any little event on campus into
a scandal, and the highly impressionable
citizens of Winona soak up every word, and
tend to generalize nasty things about the
majority of students because of a minority.

ITEM: My final point is that last year's and
this year's upcoming Recruitment Project
will be hurt by incidents like this. Parents
hear about it, and they think twice about
sending their little Johnny or Jane to a
school where these things happen (as if they
really believe there is a college where
there is no hell-raising). And future
students themselves are concerned. Last
year on several Student Recruitment
drives, the seniors (with a disapproving
tone) inquired about riots and disturbances
on campus. We need every student we can
get, and bad publicity hurts us all„- People
are readily influenced by what they read
and hear.

ITEM: Greg Fletcher (Junior at WSC) is
running for city councilman. That's good
for public relations. But what happened
Tuesday will probably hurt Greg's chances
of winning because those avid fans of the
Winona Daily assume that since he is
enrolled at WSC, he was one of those
"rowdy kids". It sounds absurd, but some
people out there actually made
associations like that.
ITEM: WSC has the most liberal dorm
visitation policy of all the state colleges
this year. Now, this will really sound

All I've got to say is keep these things in
mind next ime you are out to vent some
frustrations. As with all things in life, the
affect of your actions reaches farther than
you realize
JULIE KRUSE

I was disappointed to see the ad in last
week's Winonan for Griesel's Grocery
store. As a woman, I was offended that
Griesel seems to consider his "girlie"
magazines as one of the "biggees" in his
store. I was also offended as a person that

Griesel should not only further the
exploitation of women (and thereby degrade
human dignity) by stocking such trash in his
store, but should actually have the nerve to
advertise the fact!
JULIE FASCHING

Unjust housing
This is a letter to the students of Winona
State to start thinking about how unjustly
housing has chosen to treat your guests. It
is the policy this year to charge a minimal
fee of $1 per night to each person you have
as a visitor for use of facilities and-or
linens.
Let me tell you what I have recently
experienced. I came to Winona State to visit
several friends. I chose to stay in the dorm.
I had to sleep on the floor, using my own
blankets and pillow. I took but one shower
and when I was told I had to pay $3 for the
three nights I spent on the floor I was told,
"Where else could you get a better deal for
only $1.00?" Where else???
In the Residence Hall Guide 1973-74 on page
1 it says, "As a student living on
campus...you have chosen a residence hall
at WSC as . your home away from home.
And as you meet your new neighbors, eat
and visit withothers...you will find life on

shown here

Election of student representatives
occur October 17th at the AVT
Center, Somsen 200 from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. All business education
and secretarial majors are eligible to vote.

The W lnona State College Lutheran
Association has advanced tickets
for the movie "GODSPELL" . It
is scheduled for a seven day run
at the Cinema Oct. 10 - 16.
Contact any member.

Picnic

Interviews
on campus
Navy

All political science majors, minors or anyone interested in political science are welcometo come
to a picnic sponsored by the political science department. COST:
$1.50 per person. DATE: Oct. 4.
PLACE: Holzinger Lodge. TIME:
5 p.m. to 8 p.m. Food and refreshments will be provided.

Officers

October 10: Wilson & Company
Interviewing fall graduates for
career opportunities in sales, qual
ity control, production manage
ment.

History Club

October 16: Wac Program. Also
offers a special program for
women in the junior year of college.
October 18 Oscar Mayer. Interviewing fall graduates interested
in quality control, production management, sales.

campus is not really unlike home."

The History Club and Phi Alpha
Theta will meet in the Smog at
7 p.m. Thursday. Anyone interested is invited to attend.

United Campus
Ministry

October 25: Fidelity Union Life
Insurance. Fall graduates interested in sales. Any major.

Offended by ad

Kraii

contact Mrs. Hopf, Somsen 201,
or call 457-2030 before October
10. Student representatives will
attend department meetings and
provide input on curricula, personnel, and other departmental
matters.

Godspell to be

October 9 - 11:
Program

E

Qualified and interested students
should contact the Placement Bureau at once in 110 Gildemeister.

Business Ed
Students majoring in business education or secretarial programs
who are interested in serving as
department representatives should

All persons intersted in beingpart
of a discussion group meet in
dining room B at the Union at
4 p.m. Wednesday.
Interest in a weekly group to talk
about the relationship between life
style and career and vocational
"alternatives" has been mentioned
by some students. In addition, all
persons interested in the possibility of forming a house church
should come.

If this is so much of a home, in who's actual
house would I have to pay $1.00 a night?
Believe me, if I stayed with friends off
campus I'd have a bed, good food and all the
facilities I need - for nothing.

Find
The
Very

Another point, because there is a 24-hour
visitation and I were to "Visit" all night
and use the facilities a number of times, I'd
never have to pay the $1 because I wouldn't
be considered an overnight guest. And still,
while I was staying at WSC I saw several
people who lived off campus using the
shower facilities during the day without
confrontation.
Housing has turned your "home away from
home" into a place where visitors are
discouraged.
CATHERINE OJALA
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Registration vital
The next few days will be paradox in the
relations of the college and the community.
It will show if students will continqe to
isolate themselves from the area they live,
work and drink in. If the students register
to vote and join with the laborers it can be
an alliance that would be unbeatable. In
short, the influence you would exert would
affect the policies and programs of the-city.
Students registering and voting with labor
would improve recreational programs.
You could then find something to do even
on ho-hum days. Besides intermural basket
- weaving and swimming in a sewer, (which
would be cleaned up) you will have ,a direct

imput as to the kind of recreational and
social program you want and need.
I cannot over - state the issue. We need a
favorable city government. To vote on Dec.
4 (Nov. 6 if there is a primary) you must
register to vote before 5 Oct. 15 in room
208 at City Hall. If you don't know where it
is, come down to the senate office.
While registering make sure you use your
dorm address. Conway, 103 Winona, Morey
Shepard, 256 W. King; Prentiss, 265 W.
King; Lucas, 2'75 W. King; Richards, 404
Huff; Sheehan, 264 W. Mark.
GREG FLETCHER
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Special
guest
group to
star with
GYPSY
The countryside of Ontario in the
region just north of Toronto is
gentle, rolling, organized, severed
by some terrifically engineered
superhighways.
In the fertile Toronto area, Pure
Prairie League (PPL) found a
home-- hills, trees, horses--to
settle into while they cut their
second RCA Records album,
"Bustin' Out." George Powell,
composer, singer and guitarman
extraordinary; Craig Fuller,
composer, singer and another
astounding guitar picker; and Billy
Hinds, knockaround drummer who
has clearly found his place with
PPL. They settled in and worked
together like their coming together
was predestined.

Pure Prairie League
Review

For each member of the band it has
I been a determined and steady trip
to musical perfection and
homogeneity...plain to the ears to
hear. Craig and George put Pure
Prairie League together in Ohio a
few years back and their debut RCA
Records album (LSP-4650)
received some heavy critical
acclaim and lots of encouragement.
Pure Prairie League (The
monicker is the name of a woman's
temperance league in an old flick
starring Errol Flynn) is something
of a country band.

Film Group offers

KENT ANDERSON
accompanied Anderson's songs
than any Kottke ever tried, but that
Kent Anderson performed an sin purging, hot beating intensity,
excellent concert Thursday night in that is also Kottke, was missing
the Smog. The evening was highly (but we didn't miss it much). We sat
remicent of Kottke concerts (not in an atmosphere of definitely good
quite as much tuning, but ,close . vibrations. Maybe mellow is an
Kent played mostly original music over-used term, but that's what
including a couple hard driving Kent conceptualized in us.
numbers, a couple flightly bottleneck blue grass, and some soft ones A good crowd filled the second show
accompanied by his non-Kottke, Thursday night in the Smog. Back in
smooth, lyrical voice (Jot sounding the old days at the Scholar
Coffeehouse, Kottke used to play to
anything like goose f: rts).
crowds half this size on Saturday
It was an intense evening of music nights - and look where he is now'
and even the dull glare of the redblue spots couldn't diminish the Those of you who saw the Wenonah
heauty.ancLORQsty of the sound. A, Players 'One Acts' last winter,
more, - • -articulate prattle might remember. Kentas the guitar
by Bob and Katie

,

player in 'The Sandbox' . In concert
he played 'With You' which is the
song he played in 'The Sandbox'
only this time he sang also. Doing
songs by Dylan, Kottke, Hendrix,
and Spider John Koerner, as well
as his own, Kent captivated
everyone there - especially with a
medley he arranged called "Irish
Country" and "Triangles". Too
bad musicians are still getting the
same twenty-five bucks for their
time that they got five year ago ($25
went farther in those days, you
could wander up to the 'Mixers' and
get twice as drunk).
All in all, a fantastic concert! Up &
Company - keep it up, and to Kent
good luck.

Fellini's "Clowns"
"The world is a circus and
we arc all clowns." The Tricollege film group's offering this
week is _Fellini's Madcap's, wildly acclaimed "The Clowns." It begins at 7 p.m. Friday in Sompsen
Auditorium, charging 75 admission at the door.

servant-clown Auguste. The F ratellini family. film star Pierre
Etaix, and Fellini's crew (including an insufferable narrator) delve
into the world of the circus, cornment on it and become involved
in hilarious mix-ups (Anita Ekberg
buying a tiger at an Italian circus). The finale is a glorious
clown funeral swirling in color as
Fellini "directs" under his studiomade tent and Nino Rota musically orchestrates a ballet of sight
gags and pathos.

Director Frederico Fellini's film
portrays the world and people in
one large circus arena filled with
pageants, comics, and tragedy. He
recounts his early fascination with
the circus and his own inability
to make it under the big top. The It's one of the excellent films befirst section of the film explores ing offered this year. It's cheaper
the history of clowndom contrast- than a kegger and better for your
ing the austere Pierrot with his mind and body.

REVIEW
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by Katie and Bob

"Not exactly Kent State"
We feel that the "big doings" those Whe had FUN out there
on campus Tuesday night belongs Tuesday night, chip in a quarter
'on this page. It was the best to help the guy pay for the door.
entertainment that we've seen in All that fun must have been worth
a long time. We feel that something at least twenty-five cents.
had to give, one must release
ones frustrations somehow, and If this assembled group of students
really how much moreAllAmerihad gathered in a residential discan can one be then to unite and trict we could see cause for alarmset those united persons against but no harm, the only infringeanother peer group of united per- ment that they bore was on the
sons. We don't have any more war rest of the college community.
to protest, no universal student This could well be equated with
causes` the only real cause that those long lost harmless panty
people are struggling for on cam- raids, goal post sitting, marathon
pus is the Gay Liberation (which dancing and gold fish swallowing-certain doesn't include the multi- and it sure beats apathy! Standing
tudes of All American Boys in the on the outside watching, we felt
a community spirit that one could
dorms).
have felt living through college in
One participant went through a 1958. We see much validity in an
glass door, causing minor damage expression of good clean fun and
to himself and major damage to wholesome roudiness. If you liked
the door. We hear that he's going the 50's, you'll love the 70's-to have to pay mucho bucks for the Fire Up!
new one, so how about if all of

Movie Previews
Coming to downtown Winona
Everyone that we've talked to has never in the depth and dimension of
raved about this movie. Also word this soon-to-be-released film,
has it that this movie is the per- starring Warren Oates as Dilliner.
feet release from boredom. So
quit complaining, get motivated
and shell something. You'll enjoy
WHO WAS DILLINGER?

"LOVE" is a succession of gospel parables in circus dress and
vaudeville numbers. A harlequinclown Christ lures us to the patch
work joys of today's life. He is the
wise fool of the theatre tradition.
An independent student production.

Book Fair
by Theresa Murns

Bookfair is a mobile truck
has books from all the listed
publishers which can be brought
to a campus for the students or
professors. Booktrucks travel to
more than 400 colleges and universities during the academic
year. The truck functions as a
large display where professors and
students can exatnine books in the
fields they are particularly interested in. A nice feature of the
booktruck is that all of the books
are arranged by college courses.

Nobody did it like
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Books on display are not sold.
They can be ordered through a
bookstore which acts as sponsor.

Gangster, dutiful son, bank robber, murderer, devoted brother,
thief, loyal friend, liar. lover.
• Public Enemy No. 1, model citiwas all
zen - John Dillinger
of these and more. A slight man
physically, legend has made him
larger than life.
Much of the multi-faceted Dillinger character has been captured on film in American International's "Dillinger" which opens
soon. Hollywood, of course, has
touched on the subject before but

"LOVE" Arranged and directed
by Randy Gillund. Music arranged
by Danny Hall.

(1)
r4—
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The booktruck will be at the Union
Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The affair is sponsored by Dick
Schaler, bookstore manager, Winona State Bookstore.

Oates as " Dil I Inger"

the
best
of the
bunch.

WANTED: Electric train Lionel,

American Flyer any size, condition
- need not run. Phone Jim 454-3075
WANTED: 1961-62 or 63 Chevy V-8.

Notinterested in engine condition.
Call Bob 454-1848.
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Classified ads
SAMUEL Z ARKOFF vex.

HELP WANTED: 1 man to work
part time (9-1 00) on Men's floor at
Nash's, 4th and Center. 452-5010.
Apply in person.

DILLINGER . WITREESN

BEN iirdIELLE ate
JOHNSON PHILLIPS
...CLORIS LEACHMAN7Ne
STARTS WED. ,

"This year' was going to be
the biggest thing to it
football since pigskin.
'But 'decided toaiive it up.
I didn't make theteam.
So instead I'm spending
a Iota(' my time at
Sandy's hamburgers.
'figure if you can't go out
for football... at least
you can go outfora burger.'
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Valley lid Maw
1323 GILMORE AVENUE WINONA, MINNESOTA
55987
507.452-1900

Carats
Gene
Liv

Ullmann Kelly
Edward

Mule

Albert Barnes
From MINNA PICTURES

Across from W.S.C. CAMPUS
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`tr dorms more than full

TM: creativity and
the fulfilled student
A Special to the Winonan
By SIMS
It seems that fulfillment is directly
related to one's level of creativity.
The act of creativity is in itself
pleasing as one brings something
into existence out of one's own self.
Creativity also is fulfilling in that
one enjoys both the achievements
made possible by the creative
action and also how the
environment reacts to the creative
act. For the environment always
reflects the individual.
Let's take a brief look at what
creativity is, when seen through the
framework of Transcendental
Meditation(TM), and also how one
can increase their creativity in all
fields through one effortless
process.
TM, as taught by Maharishi Mahesh
Yogi, takes the stand that every
person has unlimited potential
creativity not because of anything
they might have done but just
because of that they are, because
they have a human mind and
nervous system they can be fully
creative. For at the basis of
everyone else's mind and all of
nature, there is a source" of all
creativity, a center of unlimited
pure energy and intelligence which
is as yet unexpressed or potential.
'order in
As Maharishi says:
nature and man's power of ordering
show that intelligence is at the core
of - every physical existence and
every human mind." And from this
basic source of unlimited
potentiality, all things arise as a
creative expression.
Now if one does not have a way to

directly experience the depths of
his mind and awareness, his
creativity remains very limtied - a
great potential remains latent. But
if one has a skill or technique to
systematically take his awareness
to finer and finer levels of his mind,
he will be able to expand and use
this increasing creativity until he
has unlimited creativity.
Maharishi affirms that every man
can travel the inner pathway to the
source of thought - the source of
creative and integrative
intelligence. TM is a systematic,
an absolutely effortless_ way to
experience the fullness of one's
mind and creative potential.
Now one's subjective or mental
creativity is based on and
expressed through the physical
nervous system. If one's nervous
system were fully natural, any one
could spontaneously have full
awareness of the mind and full
creativity.
There are, however, two things
which make the nervous system
unnatural. They are fatigue and
stress. Fatigue is a surface
tiredness which can be released
through a deep sleep. Stress
comes from a much greater
pressure of experience. The
nervous system is in a sense
overloaded and consequently,
something is altered on the level of
the physical mechanism. This
stress causes the nervous system
to function at lesser effectiveness
and thus one's mental awareness
becomes limited and cannot be fully
expressed.

From all the evidence we have, the
late application rate is related to
the late decision - making pattern,"
Cashman said. "There are more
openings for students around the
country and they're waiting longer
to make up their minds."

In the past several years the
University's dorms have been
filled fall quarter but Anderson
hadn't expected they would be this
year.

If one h4 a filly expanded mind and
a stress free nervous system, one
will have the full creativity
inherent in the human being. Then it
is only a matter of channeling that
creativity into a particular field of
action.

About 4,200 students on the Twin
Cities campus are paying an
average of $1,232 apiece to stay in
dorms during the school year.

"We were doWn by several hundred
applicants in August, compared to
la.st. year_af::the _same time,"
Anderson said. "Then the contract
application rate took off

Anderson feels that dorms may
have looked more economically
feasible to some students.

SERVING YOU IN THE TRI-STATE AREA!

Max Raines, a professor of Higher
Education at Michigan State, has
stated well the reason TM is being
tried and enjoyed by hundreds of
thousands of people: "Man's
struggles to achieve fulfillment
have become increasingly
complex, but not necessarily more
effective. Despite all of the
elaborate theories and structures,
one senses that the ultimate answer
to basic fulfillment will be simple,
not complex, inner, not external;
natural, not synthetic."
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that has to be done, he added, is
find out where the problem lies.
The Student Health Service has Once this is done (which is not
many services to offer students always easy to do) the problem
has to be analyzed and in some
at Winona State, among which is a
cases changing majors and or work
resident psychiatrist.
loads is recommended to the stuDr. John Shields has his office dents. But in most cases it is just
in the Student Health Service build- a matter of letting the problem
ing, open • for appointment work itself out through proper
on Wednesdays. Dr. Shields feels counseling.
that his main job at WSC is to try
to keep students in school and help Some cases which Dr. Shields
those who for one reason or other has treated stem from grouppressure in which a student is made
feel that they are just over their
heads in school work and can't to do something which he would
handle it any longer, which ac- rather not do. It may be as simple
cording to Dr. Shields, is a very as staying out all night because
common problem at colleges the "group" is doing it, or as
complex 'as using drugs so they
across the country today.
can be part of the "group."
"Most people with this problem
have great feelings of frustration When asked about what type of
and hopefully they take the time to counseling that is available reseek help before this feeling of garding sexual problems, Dr.
frustration becomes too great to Shields said "I am more than
bear." When asked what can be willing to talk to anyone who feels
done to help these students, Dr. he or she is having problems re_Shields said "In many cases stu- garding sex. But when it comes
dents come in saying that they have to prescribing birth control pills
had it and can't take it anymore, and other birth control aids, it
and most of the time wish to change is out of my hands, because I
their majors or even in a few feel this is not my job. Also, when
cases wish to drop out of school a doctor prescribes any type of
birth control pill, the doctor and
all together."
no -one -els e---earries all•responsibility
for any after effects that
When this happens the first thing

There will be an introductory
lecture on TM in the Union dining
rooms, A and B, on Oct. 4 at 2 p.m.
and 8 p.m. It is free and open to
all.
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may happen in the course of taking the pill, whether it be swelling of the legs, headaches or as
severe as blood clotting, which in
some cases may- cause death. Dr.
Shields added that "another problem in dispensing birth control
pills is that in many cases the
woman has to come back several
times because of the side effects
and the Health Service just can't
handle that many people."

PANCAKE
SPECIAL
All You Can Eat

MEETING
FACILITIES

FISH-ALL
POTATOES

SPECIALS
With
Coupon

SALAD, ROLL
& BEVERAGE

$1.49

800

11:00 a.m. - 2 a.m.

ALL DAY

HAPPY

The services of Dr. Shields are
free to any student at Winona
State at the Student Health Service
by appointment on any Wednesday.

The Delta Queen will arrive at
her docking point at Levee Park
on October 5, 19 and 22, A small
fee is charged to tour the Delta
Queen while in dockage.
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ALL DAY

•
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If a coed wishes information regarding where she could go to
get such help, Dr. Shields said
that he is welling to talk over
her decision and recommend an
off campus doctor that can help
her.
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A deep rest is necessary to allow
the body to normalize itself, and
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Student Health Service
offers professional counseling
by Rolf Johnson

With enrollments declining all over
the country a student doesn't feel
the same urgency to make up his
mind where he's going to be going to
school;

Anderson is confident that the usual
number of cancellations during the
first two weeks of the quarter will
take care of those students.

So through the deep rest of TM,
one's nervous system is purified
and made effective. This
improvement of the nervous
system effects all of one's
personality, making creativity
increasingly available.

early

Both Anderson and Paul Cashman,
vice president for student affairs,
feel they're dealing with a new
phenomenon -- the choosy student.

halls
we're
"In a couple
overloaded," said David Anderson,
acting director of housing on the
Twin' Cities campus. "We've got
several people staying in lounges
or other areas waiting for
cancellations."

TM -is a direct means to a
systematic, consistently deep rest.
Dr. Keith Wallace, a physiologist at
UCLA has completed physiological
studies which reveal that the
amount of rest received in the first
few minutes of the practice of this
technique is deeper than that
received during a full night's sleep.

in

tremendously
September."

Dorms at the University of
Minnesota are filled to capacity
this fall. In fact, some of them have
passed the 100 percent occupancy
rate and there is a small waiting
list.

OPEN DAILY
5:30 a.m. 2 a.m.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
ALL NITE

FISH-ALL
POTATOES
SALAD, ROLL
& BEVERAGE

$1.49
11:00 a.m. - 2 a.m.
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When this 25-year-old researcher
wanted to investigate a possible cancer treatment,
we gave him the go-ahead.
We also gave him the right to fail.
At Kodak, it's not unusual for a 25-year-old like Jim
Carroll to win the title of senior research physicist. Like any
company involved in a lot of basic research, Kodak has felt
the pressure of modern technology and the need for young,
fresh thinking. So we hire the best talent we possibly can,
and then give them as much responsibility as they can handle. Whatever their age.
We have departments and divisions, like any company.
What we don't have are preconceived ideas about how an
expert scientist's time should be spent. So when we received
a request from the medical community for assistance in experimenting with lasers as a possible cancer treatment, we
turned to 25-year-old Jim Carroll, who is deep in laser tech-

Kodak

nology, and gave him the go-ahead. He built two half-billion
watt laser systems, one of which Kodak has donated to the
National Institute of Health.
The lasers proved unsuccessful in treating cancer, but
we'd make the same decision all over again. We entered laser
technology because we have a stake in business. We let a
young researcher help the medical community look for a
means of cancer treatment because we have a stake in the
future of mankind.
To put it another way, we're in business to make a
profit. But in furthering our own needs, we have often furthered society's. After all, our business depends on our society. So we care what happens to it.
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SPORTS
"They do not love
that do not show their love."

What's the score?

William Shakespeare

By Mark Horvath

Choose Keepsake
with complete confidence,
because the famous
Keepsake Guarantee
assures a perfect
engagement diamond
of precise cut and
superb color. There is
no finer diamond ring.

Now that the baseball season is almost over, I can relax. Each summer it
seems that baseball on television becomes more aggravating and
frustrating to watch. It is not the fact that the game moves at such an
agonizingly slow pace, (unless the Cubs are on the air). It is not even the
advertising that is annoying. The problem is the announcing.
This summer, NBC Monday Night Baseball became a lesson in masochism
for those who watched it with any regularity. Along with Curt Gowdy and
the ever-interrupting Tony Kubek, a special guest celebrity would grace
our ears with baseball pearls. These guests would generally know very
little about the game itself, but plenty about what they were now doing. Out
of work actors such as Chuck Connors appeared, geriatric promoters like
Bobby Riggs gabbed, and George C. Scott simply sat and ate his ball park
frank.

Keepsake
REGISTERED

DIAMOND RINGS

After a few beers, one can almost put up with Tony Kubek, but the
additional strain prove too much, unless you like to get smashed on
Monday nights. Who cares if Joe Torre's wife thinks her hubby should
always play third? And those camera shots of young girls in the stands tell
us more about the cameraman than they do about the game.
I, for one, am in favor of a return to the old fashioned way of announcing.
Simply tell me who's up and all the usual statistics. Throw in a few
baseball records, some general information on the .teams involved, and
let the picture tell the rest. And for God's sake, please cut off Tony Kubek
before he gets going. I never thought much of him as a shortstop. I usually
try not to think of him at all.
ya
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HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING —1
Send new 20 pg. booklet, "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding" plus
full color folder and 44 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 250.

Morris bows to WSC

Name
(Please Print)

Address
City

ACHILLES' LINE....And this is the muscle on the
offensive line that dropped Moorhead State in the
first NIC opener 39-13. And this is the same muscle
that trounced the University of Minnesota - Morris
27-14 in the second game of the NIC season at
Maxwell Field Saturday. And these are five of the
Warriors who showed the Cougars how to play
football. And these are five of the WSC players who
helped to beat Morris for the first time since 1969.
From left are: Mike Balow, 6-3, 275, .Jr.; Tim
Mullaney, 6-0, 230, Sr.; Dave Krenik, 6-0, 215, Jr.;
Dan Malm, 6-0, 240, Soph.; Bob Brewer, 6-3, 220,
Soph.
(Staff photos by Jim Jaszewski)

Homecoming 1973
Sunday, Oct. 7

8 p.m. Big Name Entertainment
Gypsy and Pure Prairie League in Old Gym

Monday Oct.8

8 p.m. Talent Show-East Cafeteria

Tuesday Oct. 9

all day

Election for Homecoming Queen
Smog and Cafeteria

Wednesday Oct. 10 '7 p.m..

Coronation of Queen
Performing Arts Auditorium(
Prairie Island Pavilion

Thursday Oct. 11

'I p.m. Campfire

Saturday Oct. 13

10 p.m. Queen's Breakfast
2 p.m. Game against Michigan Tech
9 p.m.-12:30 p.m. Dance
East Cafeteria - "Coal Duck"

Co
Zip

State

(Con.q. from page 1)

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13201

Warriors trounce
Cougars
For WSC, Bob Bestul booted an
extra point and later Ernst lobbed
the ball to Samp in a two-point
conversion.
Next week the Warriors play
Southwest State at Marshall, Minn.,
at 1:30 p.m. Saturday, then the
following Saturday at Maxwell
Field for Homecoming against
Michigan - Tech.
SCOREBOARD:
WSC....
MM

COAST TO COAST STORES

HEY!
RACKET_ BALL
ENTHUSIASTS!
Cash in on this Special Offer
. . . . This Week Only . . . .

13
0

8 0 6--27
14 0 0-14

Volleyball team wins
The WSC women's intercollegiate
volleyball team swept the first four
games of the season last Tuesday
by beating the University of
Wisconsin- Eau Claire 15-8, 15-8,
15-11 and 15-8. The team plays Dr.
Martin Luther College of New Ulm,
Minn., at the next game here at 6:30
p.m. Friday.

`OFFICIAL' LAMINATED HARDWOOD

PADDLE BALL RACKET
Reg. $6.95

COAST TO COAST

NOW

$5.95
With Coupon

Downtown on the Plaza
109 East 3rd

